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SUMMARY

Many applied problems would benefit from being able to describe postfis-

!ion decay of beta or gamma spectra accurately over a limited range of times

by only a small number of parameters. This report describes the preparation

of such a set by least-squares fitting of a series of exponential functions

to each group in selected multigroup spectra calculated by summation of fis-

sioo-product data in ENDF/B. The parameters are for fission of 2 3 5 U, 2 3 8 U,
2319and 239Pu induced by fission-spectrum and 14'-MeV neutrons. They cover the time

range from 0.1 to 1000 seconds after fission.

Approximately 45% of the photons emitted from zero to infinite decay time

emerge in the first millisecond after fission. These are not included in the

data set described in this report. Of all beta particles emitted from the
instant of fission, or all gamma rays emitted after the first millisecond,

about 70% emerge during the 0.1-to-lO00-second interval covered by our fits.

Extrapolation of our fits to infinite time misses an average of about 5% of

the postmillisecond yield.

The ENDF/B data have uncertainties in total energy-release rate3 of less

than 10% for decay times greater than about 100 seconds. The fits can achieve

few-percent accuracy with five or fewer terms in the series. At the expense

of one additional term, a given fitting accuracy can be achieved with a more

compact parameter set that uses a single set of decay constants per group for

all six combinations of fissioning isotope and neutron energy but individual

amplitudes for each combination. We find the earlier work by Dieckhoner on

the beta spectrum from 235U irradiated by fission-spectrum neutrons to be in

moderately good agreement with modern data near the peak in the spectrum for

several decay times, but in poor agreement elsewhere. We anticipate a sub-

stantial improvement in reliability of calculations like ours when Version 5

of ENDF/B is released, particularly for the short decay times emphasized in

this work.
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PREFACE

The work described in this report would have been impossible without the

preexisting code system and data base developed with the support of several

agencies of the U.S. Government. The fission-product data in ENDF/B are the

fruit of a long-term program of the Division of Reactor Development and Derd-

onstration of the U.S. Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA) (now De-

partment of Energy). The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission supported the

evolution of the computer program CINDER-7 into CINDER-10, the development of

the programs FPDCYS and FPSPEC, and the use of CINDER-10 in processing five

of the six basic data sets used in the present work. AFWL, to whom this report

is addressed, supported the reduction of preliminary Version-5 ENDF/B data to

individual-nuclide fission yields for 14-MeV neutrons on 239Pu and the corre-

sponding processing through CINDER. AFWL also supported processing of all of

the data through a streamlined version of FPSPEC, as well as the development

and use of the program FPSPFT and its ancillary codes (which constituted the

main part of the present work). ERDA's Division of Military Applications

furnished supporting services in the preparation of this report.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the preparation, for the Air Force Weapons Labora-

tory (AFWL), of a compact parameterization of the beta and gamma spectra emit-

ted by fission products during the interval from 0.1 to 1000 seconds after a

very short fission burst. Although this project was designed specifically to

supply input to computer codes that calculate the injection of electrons from

a high-altitude nuclear explosion into the earth's magnetosphere, the results

have obvious applications to other problems. Indeed, the gamma spectra were

included without any immediate objective in mind, taking advantage of the fact

that they constituted an inexpensive add-on to the beta spectra. The param-

eterization that we have used is least-squares fitting of a series of expo-

nential functions.

The specific task for which this work was performed has had the effect of

limiting its scope in two respects. In the first place, since it is intended

to be applied to nuclear explosions, the resulting parameter set is restricted

to fission of 235U, 238U, and 239Pu by fission neutrons and by 14-MeV neutrons.

Although data are available for thermal neutrons, these have not been included

in the set because practical nuclear explosives make negligible use of thermal

neutrons. In the second place, the time range of 0.1 to 1000 seconds after

fission excludes interesting phenotnena at both earlier and later times. Both

limits were chosen to permit a quick, accurate solution with a minimum number

of parameters. Thus, although the electron spectrum should extrapolate accu-

rately to zero time, the parameterized photon spectrum does not include the

intense prompt burst or succeeding decay of metastable states of the primary

fission products prior to one millisecond, which constitute the source of the

electromagnetic pulke that fellows a nuclear explosion. Both electron and

photon yield curves exhibit a pronounced kink between 103 and 104 seconds

after fission. Fitting these would have required several additional parame-

ters in order to describe fewer than 15% of the electrons injected into the

magnetosphere, and would have increased the cost and duration of this project

in exchange for minimal practical gain.

Our basic approach is usually described as a summation calculation.

It continues the trend exemplified by the earlier work of Stovall (ref. 1)

7
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and of Dieckhoner (ref. 2). Rather than work from direct measurements of time-

dependent spectra, of which there are not nearly enough to cover the require-

ments of this project, we have reconstructed the spectra from detailed data

on each step in the fission-and-decay process. This was possible within the

existing budgetary constraints only because other sponsors* had already sup-

ported most of the data preparation, and the prepared data were stored in the

Central Computing Facility of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) in

machine-readable form. The only basic data added specifically for this pro-

ject were fission yields for 14-MeV neutrons irradiating 239Pu.

Section II of this report describes this data base in greater detail, and

summarizes the initial computational procedure, including the parts that had

already been completed before this project began. Section III gives a general

overview of the resulting time-dependent spectra. Section IV discusses the

extensive program of validating the data and the computational procedures by

comparison to benchmark experiments. Section V gives an explicit comparison

of the present results with those of Dieckhoner (ref. 2). Section VI de-

scribes the form and procedure for parameterizing the time-dependent spectra

for use by AFWL. Section VII discusses extensions and improvements to both

the data and the fitting process that could profitably be exploited in the

future. As an aid to actual use of the AFWL parameter set, we have included

appendices that describe the mathematics of the fit and the format of both the

output listings from the fitting program and the cards used for transmitting

the fitted parameters.

Since we shall refer frequently to er.ergy-isotope cases; that is, to

specific combinations of neutron energy and fissioning nuclide, we shall hence-

forth use the abbreviations for these cases listed in table 1. The last column

of the cable lists the number of individual decay times for which we have spec-

tra available for fitting in the time range between 0.1 and 1000 seconds after

fission.

*See the preface to this report for the contributions supported by each

sponsor.

8
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Table 1

ABBREVIATIONS USED TO DESIGNATE DATA SETS

Fissioning Neutron Abbreviation Number of
Nuclide Energy Decay Times,

0.1-1000 a

235 U thermal 25T 29

239 P thermal 49T 29

25U fisse Spec.* 25F 9
28U fiss. Spec. *28F 29

29Pu fiss. Spec, *49F 29

235 14 MeV 25H1 9

28U14 MeV 28H1 9

23 u14 MeV 49H1 29

*Fiss. Spec. - fission-spectrum neutrons

I9
71 r -.- -9
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SECTION II

CALCULATION OF TIME-DEPENDENT SPECTRA

All of the data used in this work are taken from the Evaluated Nuclear

Data File, part B (ref. 3), which is customarily abbreviated ENDF/B. The

individual-nuclide yields of the fission products from 14-MeV fission of 2 3 9 Pu

(case 49H) are taken from a preliminary set for Version 5 of ENDF/B; all other

data are from Version 4. Table 2 summarizes the nature and extent of the data

in ENDF/B-4. Most of the data are from actual measurements, but some of the

half-lives and decay energies have been taken from nuclear systematics, espe-

cially for nuclides with half-lives less than one second. In Version 5 im-

proved models have bean used to supplement measurements in distributing the

mass-chain yields among the individual nuclides in each chain. In particular,

Madland and England (ref. 4), find that a correction for the effect of the

nuclear pairing force varies greatly from one fissioning nuclide to another

for low neutron energies, but has only a minor effect at 14 MeV. In ref. 5

the same authors describe a semiempirical model for the ratio of yields to

the ground and isomeric states of the same nucleus. In the past it has been

assumed, in the absence of measurements, that the two states are populated

equally, whereas Madland and England find that the isomeric state is usually

strongly favored.

Table 2

SUMMARY OF ENDF/B-4 FISSION-PRODUCT DATA

825 nuclides (total, counting isomers separately)

112 isomers with half lives > 0.1 second

42 different elements

96 different mass numbers

77 nuclides marked as gaseous isotopes of 4 elements

181 ha've neutron-interaction cross sections

180 have explicit data on beta and/or gamma spectra

712 are unstable and have average a, a, and y energy
and branching fraction

825 have fission yields for each of 6 fissionable
nuclides (_ 104 yields) for one or more ranges
of neutron energy

10
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ENDF/B data were originally strongly oriented towards the needs of the

reactor-design community. Accordingly, experimental data and theoretical

interpolations now in the files emphasize energy production rather than par-

ticle spectra. The spectral data are concentrated on times greater than a

minute after fission and on fission induced by thermal aeutrons. Thus, the

data do not serve our particular needs as well as they do the needs of reactor

design.

The primary code that LASL uses (ref. 6) for generating the time depend-

ence of fission-product decay is CINDER (currently CINDER-10). Although it

was developed earlier and entirely independently, CINDER contains substantially

all of the features recommended by Dieckhoner (ref. 2), in addition to having

access to the vast amount of recent data in ENDF/B. It calculates production

and depletion of fission products by applying a known neutron-flux history to

multigroup cross sections taken from ENDF/B. In the present application to

essentially instantaneous fission we have uniformly used a constant flux of

10 1 3 /(s.cm2) applied for 10-4 seconds. Decay is followed along the mass

chains, as well as between chains when delayed neutrons are emitted. The

"actual coupled decay scheme of 825 nuclides is decomposed into linearized

chains containing 2811 nuclides, of which 1722 are out-of-sum virtual mem-

bers to eliminate double counting of partial yields and the rest are summed

to give the actual yields. CINDER solves the linearized chains using a com-

pletely general solution to the coupled differential equations. Because some

of the chains contain as many as twenty members, very careful attention has

been given to preventing the accumulation of rounding errors. CINDER output

lists the concentration, activity, and energy-emission rate for each nuclide

(including isomers) separately as well as their overall sums. In addition,

gaseous and volatile-solid isotopes are summed separately.

The 180 nuclides that have detailed spectra in ENDF/B have been processed

separately by the code FPDCYS (ref. 7). FPDCYS uses the exact Fermi express-

ions to generate beta spectra from the tabulated end-point energies, transi-

tion types, and branching ratios, then calculates the integrals over 75 100-keV

bins. The tabulated gamma-ray line spectra from ENDF/B are simply binned into

125 50-keV groups. Both sets of spectra are stored for use by other codes.

k For our project we have sorted the spectra into a standard order and placed

them in a compact binary library for rapid retrieval. Similarly, we have

picked up from the stored output of CINDER the individual-nuclide data as a

4 11
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function of decay time, sorted them into the same standard sequence, and stored

them in another binary library along with the parameters that describe the

irradiation history.

The final step in generating the composite spectra is to combine the

aL stored spectra from FPDCYS with the stored irradiation parameters and time-

dependent decay-rates from CINDER, using a code named FPSPEC (ref. 7). The

result is absolute particle.-emission rates per fission from the 180 nuclides

with known spectra (ref. 8). The CINDER calculations also supply the total

electron and photon energy-emission rates for these nuclides, and independently

for the entire ensemble of 825 fission products. Since we have no further

information available, we assume that the average spectrum of the remaining

645 nuclides is the same as that of the 180, and normalize the calculated

spectrum to the total beta or gamma energy-emission rate. We shall consider

the validity of this normalization in Sections III and IV. FPSPEC stores

these normalized spectra in a cumulative binary library of its own, to serve

as input to the exponential-fitting process.

The CINDER output used in this project was generated at various times

during 1976 and 1977 for various immediate purposes. The earliest data sets

contained calculations only at decay times of 1 and 5 times powers of 10

seconds. Using the notation of table 1, sets 25F, 25H, and 28H are of this

type. These "sparse" sets have only nine times in the range 0.1 to 103 seconds,

which seriously restricts the fitting operation. More recently, sets 28H and

49F were rerun to add points at 1.5, 2, 4, 6, and 8 in each time decade, rais-

ing the total to 29 times per set. We shall call these "dense" sets. The only

case run expressly for this project, 49H, is also dense, but in each decade we

have substituted a point at 3 for the one at 5 to produce a more even loga-

rithmic spacing. The number of decay times per case is included in table 1.

it
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SECTION III

GENEPAL OVERVIEW OF TIME-DEPENDENT SPECTRA

Our normalization method insures that the total energy-emission rate

implied by our calculated spectra will be as accurate as any quantity that can

be calculated by CflDER. The shape of the spectra, on the other hand, Js

reasonably certain only in proportion to the fraction of the total energy re-

lease that occurs in the 180 nuclides for which ENDFiB-4 contains detailed

spectral data. Figures 1 and 2 show this fraction, for electrons and photons,

respectively, for each of our six cases. The lower part of each figure ap-

plies to fission induced by a fission-neutron spectrum (cases 25F, 28F, and

49F). The upper part displays the ratio of the 14-MeV fraction to the cor-

responding fission-energy fractioa (25H/25F, 28H/28F, or 49H/49F). We see

that in general less than 20% of the total energy is in known spectra at 0.1

second after fission (the lowest fraction is less than 3%, for photons in case

28F). The known fraction rises slowly until about 20 seconds after fission

for photons or - 40 seconds for electrons, then rises more rapidly until about

1000 seconds, after which it levels off well above 90% for all cases.

It is tempting to assume that all properties of fission-product decay at

early times will very slowly and smoothly with the mass of the fissioning

nuclide and the energy of the incident neutrons, simply because the number

of fission products is very large. Figures 1 and 2 are our first indication

that this is not true, and we shall see in the rest of this repcrt that var-

iations of up to a factor of two between cases are typical of most quantities

of interest.

Even so, we can make two generalizatiors about che known-spectrum frac-

tion. First, particularly for beta decay (fig. 1), this fraction is usually

smaller at all decay times for 14-MeV neutrons thzn for fission-spectrum neu-

trons. Secondly, at early times the data for 2 38 U are conspicuously deficient,

whereas 235TJ is the first to become well-known. Both tendencies are obvious

consequences of the thermal-reactor orienrdtion of the ENDF system.

Figures 3 and 4 show the total partIcie multiplicity as a function of

decay time for electrons and phocons, resrectively. One extrene case frm

each figure is reproduced in the other to emphasize dl.'ferences becween beta

and gamma emission. We see that throughout this time range there is more than

n. l

i~l ____________%
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Figure 1. Fraction of Total Electron Energy, as a Function of Decay
Time, that is Emitted by the 180 Nuclides with Known Spectra.
Data points are not shown after 1000 seconds.
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Total Intensity
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Figure 3. Total Intensity of Electrons as a Function of Decay Time.
One curve for photon decay is included for comparison.
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one photon per electobfi in all cases, but the relative difference decreases

steadily for the first hundred seconds. The total yield of either particle

is systematically of the order of 10% less at 14 MeV than for fission neutrons.

In both figures the early yield from 238U is the largest and from 239Pu the

smallest, but the difference is small after 100 seconds. The decay rate for

case 49F is markedly smaller than for the other five cases.

In section II we pointed out that the output library from FPSPEC contains

absolute emission spectra in l00-keV bins for electrons and 50-keV bins for

photons. In order to reduce this information to manageable size, we have

rebinned these spectra into group structures appropriate to AFWL's specific

needs. Table 3 lists the three structures adopted for this purpose. They

Table 3

AFWL GROUP STRUCTURES FOR FISSION-PRODUCT SPECTRA

Energy, 38-gp 17-gp 20-gp Energy, 38-gp 17-gp 20-gp
MeV gamma gamma beta MeV gamma gamma beta

7.5 1 1.00 19 11 14
7.0 2 0.95 20
6.5 3 .90 21
6.25 1 1 .85 22
6.0 4 .80 23
5.5 2 2 5 .75 24 12 15

5.0 3 3 6 0.70 25
4.5 4 4 7 .65 26
4.0 5 5 8 .60 27
3.5 6 6 9 .55 28
3.0 7 7 10 .50 129 13 16

2.5 8 8 11 0.45 30
2.0 9 9 12 .40 31
1.9 10 .35 32
1.8 11 .30 33
1.7 12 .25 34 14 17
1.6 13

1.5 14 10 13 0.20 35
1.4 15 .15 36 15 18
1.3 16 .10 37 16 19
1.2 17 .05 38 17 20
1.1 18 .00 .-- --

18
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consist of a coarse-group structure for both electrons and photons and a

compatible second fine-group structure for photons. We shall use these group

structures to display a sampling of the behavior of the spectra.

Figure 5 shows 20-group electron spectra for the 25F case, taken at even

powers to ten from 0.1 to 104 seconds after fission. The early spectrum has a

maximum near 2 MeV that is roughly a factor of 5 greater than the intensity in

the lowest-energy bin. The spectrum cuts off arbitraily at 7.5 MeV, where the

original binning for the 180 known spectra ends in FPDCYS (ref. 7). The inten-

sity at the cutoff energy is approximately 1% of the maximum at 0.1 second and

decreases rapidly at later times. At later times the maximum moves towards

lower energies and the high-energy part of the spectrum drops more steeply.

After 103 seconds the peak disappears altogether, leaving only the monotonic

decrease with energy.

The corresponding 38-group photon spectra for 25F appear in fig. 6. Here

the individual lines produce such large fluctuations that it is difficult to

plot them in a single figure even at time intervals of a factor of ten. In-

deed, we have had to omit the spectrum at one second after fission. The aver-

age energy of the spectrum at early times is conspicuously lower than for

electron emission, with the four highest peaks all below 1 HeV and a sharp

drop in intensity above 1.5 MeV. The early intensity in the lowest-energy

bin is a factor of a thousand lower than in the first peak, but this extreme

difference disappears after ten seconds. By 100 seconds after fission a broad

background is eviden.tunder much-reduced fine structure, with a maximum near

0.6 MeV. The high-energy tail of the spectrum is quite flat at early times,

but, as in the electron spectrum, becomes much steeper at later times. Note

that ENDF/B does not list any photons more energetic than 6.25 MeV.

The densities of many individual fission-product nuclides exhibit growth

followed by decay, but in the electron spectrum sumed over all the nuclides

none of the 100-keV bins exhibits growth. On the other hand, because they

are easily dominated by one nuclide many of the 50-keV photon bins do exhibit

a maximum in the decay curve. Figure 7 shows an example; namely, the 50-to-

100 keV bin for case 49F. The same bin in the electron spectrum has no cor-

responding maximum. In contrast to the total intensity as shown in figs. 3

and 4, in this bin the photon intensity actually drops below the electron

tntensity after 600 seconds.
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Figure 5. Selected 20-Group Electron Spectra Following Fission of 235
by Fission Neutrons
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Figure 6. Selected 38-Group Photon Spectra Following Fission of 235SU

by Fission Neutrons. The "extrapolated" values are discussed
in th te21
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-I T

Fission neutrons
0.05 -0. 10 MeV secondary energy-

U 0

-2

Elcton

Seconds after Fission

Figure 7. Example of Growth Followed by Decay for Low-Energy Photons
Following Fission of 239Pu by Fission Neutrons. Note that
growth is not observed for electrons of the same energy.
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As a final example of diverse behavior, let us examine the 0.5-to-0.55

MeV bin in the photon spectrum, which is in the center of a peak in the 0.1-

second spectrum, and compare it to the broader 0.5-to-0.75 MeV bin in the

electron spectrum. In figs. 8 and 9 we see that the photon multiplicity is

roughly thirty-fold greater than the electron multiplicity at early times, but

decreases very rapidly and crosses the electron decay curve twice in the first

thousand seconds. The slower decay in case &,9F,which we pointed out in figs.

3 and 4, is especially marked in fig. 9. These two figures show only the

fission-energy cases. The ratios of the intensities for 14-MeV neutrons to

those for fission neutrons are shown in the two parts of fig. 10. The vari-

ations in the electron intensities are comparable to those that we observe in

the total intensity. The 14-MeV/fission ratio for the narrow photon bin, on

the other hand, shows large fluctuations for all three fissioning nuclei

(of the order of 30%).
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Seconds after Fission

Figure 8. Decay Curves for a Single Electron Group Following Fission

Induced by Fission Neutrons. The dashed line is the corre-
sponding curve for photons from 2 3 9pu in the center of the
peak at 0.5 Mev.
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238u 0.5-MeV Peaks from Fission Neutrons

235u

Gamma 0.50-0.55 MeV

.0-

S238U Sot

" 0.50-0.75 MeV
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\\\\ 259po-t

0.1 I 10 I10 I000

Seconds after Fission

Figure 9. Decay Curves for a Narrow Photon Group in the Peak at 0.5 MeV,
Following Fission Induced by Fission Neutrons. The dashed
line is the corresponding curve for electrons from 23 8U at
a similar energy.
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Figure 10# Ratios of the Decay Curves for Fission Induced by 14-M4eV
INeutrons to those Induced by Fission~ Neutrons Shown in
Figs. 8 and 9
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14 SECTION IV

VALIDATION OF DATA

As with the data themselves, validation of ENDF/B-4 fission-product files
has emphasized heat production following 235U fission induced by thermal neu-
trons (ref. 9). A number of spectrum benchmarks exist (discussed in ref. 10),
but all of them are likewise for thermal neutrons. Nevertheless, it is pos-
sible to make some. estimates for other fissioning nuclides and other energies.

Schmittroth and Schenter (ref. 11) have propagated the experimental and
modeling uncertainties underlying the ENDF/B data through the summation
calculations in order to estimate the a priori uncertainties in the total
energy-emission rate. Table 4 shows part of their results (excerpted from
ref. 12) for thermal neutrons incident on 235U (case 25T), as well as for our
cases 28F and 49F. The same authors (ref. 13) have performed a least-squares
analysis of the decay-heat benchmark measurements in order to derive a poster-
iori estimates of the same uncertainties, and we have included their results
for 25T in table 4. The dominant uncertainties in the ENDF/B data come from
the nuclide-yield model, and at early times from the mass-excess estimates
for nuclides far from stability. We see from the table that the a priori
uncertainties are similar for all cases. However, for 25T the a posteriori
uncertainties are dramatically smaller for decay times between 2 and 106 sec-
onds. Indeed, they turn out to be dominated by systematic disagreements among
the thermal benchmarks.

The thermal-neutron benchmarks include a beta-spectrum measurement made
at the University of Illinois (ref. 14) following a 15-ms pulse and a gamma-
spectrum measurement made at the Oak Ridge National Laboratcry (ref. 15) foi-
lowing a 1-s pulse, both of which coastittute strinigent tests of the short-half-
life data. The Illinois measurement agrees very well with ENDF/B-4 after 100
seconds. At shorter decay times and electron energies greater than 0.5 ileV,
beta-spectrum measurements from the two laboratories disagree (ref. 12) with
each other by amounts comparable to their disagreement with the summation cal-
culations. The Oak Ridge gamma-spectrum measurements are in good agreement
with our calculations after 50 seconds, except for a narrow peak near 0.4 MeV,
which we systematically underestimate by as much as a factor of two between
20 and 200 seconds after fission.

,:1 27
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Table 4

PERC4F- UNCERTAINTIES IN ENERGY-EMISSION RATE FOLLOWING A FISSION BURST*

2 35 U, 2 38U, 2 39 pu,
Decay Thermal neutrons Fission neutrons Fission neutrons

Time, S Est.** Meas.*** Est.** Est.**

0.0 24.0 32.1 42.5

0.1 23.2 31.4 42.3

0.2 21.9 28.2 38.2

0.5 20.1 24.7 32.2

1.0 18.6 28. 22.4 27.2

2.0 17.4 8. 20.7 22.5

5.0 16.2 19.1 18.8

10.0 15.1 2.5 17.7 17.1

20.0 13.6 2.1 16.3 15.6

50.0 10.1 13.4 12.8

1 x 10 2  6.8 1.7 9.6 9.8

2 x 102 5.1 6.6 7.2

5 x 102 4.8 5.3 5.8

1 x 103 4.6 1.7 4.7 5.5

2 x 103 4.4 4.5 5.6

5 x 103 4.3 4.5 6.2

u1 x 104 4.3 1.6 4.7 5.9

2 x 104 3.7 4.1 4.6

5 x 104 3.2 3.5 3.9

1 x 105 3.2 1.7 3.3 3.7

2 x 105 2.3 2.4 3.0

5 x 105 1.7 2.0 2.4

1 x 106 1.5 2.0 1.8 2.0

1 x 107 1.6 2.0 2.1 1.9

1 x 108 2.2 2.0 3.8 3.8

S* Excerpted from ref. 12.
•** Uncertainty estimated by propagating ENDF/B uncertainties to derived

emission rate.
•** Uncertainty deduced from least-squares analysis of benchmark measure-

ments.
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From the above considerations, we estimate that our calculated spectra

are about as accurate as present-day direct measurements for decay times for

which more than half of the yield comes from the 180 nuclides for which we

have spectra in ENDF/B. From figs. 1 and 2 we see that this threshold varies

between 50 and 100 seconds after fission. The accuracy of our detailed spectra

at earlier times depends on the postulated similarity of the overall spectrum

to that of the 180 nuclides, so that for the present we know only that it is

no better than the examples shown in reference 10 (see particularly their

figs. 52 to 62 and 91 to 94). Our total energy-emission rates are probably

correct to substantially better than 5% for decay times greater than 10 sec-

onds.

29
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SECTION V

COMPARISON WITH EARLIER CALCULATIONS

For many years the calculations begun by Stovall (ref. 1) and improved

by Dieckhoner (ref. 2) have been the standard reference for fission-product

spectra cited in calculations for the Air Force. We have pointed out in Sec-

tion I that the LASL calculations are basically a modern incarnation of the

same computational approach. The LASL fission-product work includes a number

of improvements in addition to incorporating the results of post-1963 experi-

mental work.

Dieckhoner used 83 mass-chain yields taken from smooth curves, whereas

ENDF/B uses actual measurements for 95 mass chains with all irregularities

included. ENDF/B uses an empirical model similar to the equal-charge-dis-

placement hypothesis that he used for calculating unmeasured direct yields.

In Version 5 (which we have used only for case 49H), ENDF/B adopts two new

models (refs. 4 and 5), one to include pairing effects for individual yields

within a given mass chain, and another to describe the branching ratio between

ground and isomeric states (which normally strongly favors the isomer, contrary

to the previous common assumption). Dieckhoner's longest linearized chains

contained only 10 members, whereas CINDER uses up to 20 and includes inter-

chain transitions that result from neutron capture and emission. Also, CINDER

uses a single general solution to the linearized-chain differential equations,

rather than special forms for each length of chain. We have also given ex-

haustive attention to the problem of numerical stability of the solutions,

which Dieckhoner does not seem to have addressed at all, but which we now

know can cause order-of-magnitude errors. Furthermore, instead of estimating

the spectrum from average ratios of beta end-point energy to total decay

energy, we have used exact spectra of 180 dominant nuclides as models. Finally,

we have added the data required to generate photon decay curves to those re-

quired for electrons.

CINDER includes the detailed treatment of irradiation history recommended

by Dieckhoner, so that it can follow neutron-induced changes in fission-product

concentrations. However, in the absence of such transmutation it is not neces-

sary to have this ability in order to correct for either finite irradiation

time or finite counting time. LaBauve, et a7., point out in ref. 16 that it
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should be possible to use the results of a fit such as we shall describe in

Section VI to transform the results of a short-burst calculation analytically

into the result for any specified finite irradiation and counting times.

Only one of Dieckhoner's four cases corresponds directly to one of ours;

namely, the electron spectrum for case 25F. Two of his other cases are for

thermal neutrons, which have negligible effect in practical nuclear explosions,

and the fourth is a "thermonuclear" case which contains an unspecified mixture

of isotopes and neutron energies.

Figure 11 compares Dieckhoner's 25F case with our calculations, which

have been interpolated to his decay times by using the fits described in

Section VI. As one would expect from the paucity of measurements for short

half-lives, his calculations have missed about half of the intensity extrap-

olated back to zero time. He also had serious difficulty with the high-energy

part of the spectrum, which at 7 MeV he underestimated by an order of magnitude

for 0 through 20 seconds and overestimated by factors of 10 to 40 between 60

and 300 seconds. On the other hand, his calculations at 2, 6, and 10 seconds

agree with ours within about 10% from zero to the maximum in the curve, and

the 2-second curve is still less than 25% low at 5 MeV. After 20 seconds his

calculations are about a factor of 2 low at zero energy, but all of them cross

our curves near 4 MeV and end up much higher at 7 MeV. The 300-second curve

agrees with ours within about 15% from 0.5 to 4 MeV. At 1 MeV, all of his

curves except the one at 0 seconds agree with ours within 30%, but 5 out of

these 7 are low.
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SECTION VI

PREPARATION OF COMPAC1L PARAMFTER SET

1. FITTING ALGORITHM

One obvious method for representing a multigroup spectrum of fission-

product radiation as a function of time is to perform a least-squares fit of

each group to an exponential series of the form

Yg U agi e ,gi 
()

i-i

where y is the intensity in group g at decay-time t and m is the number of

terms in the series. Previous work at LASL (ref. 16) has shown that this

gives a satisfactory description for the few-group energy-emission rate and

the total energy-emission rate. Indeed, a 23-term fit to the total energy

has been proposed (refs. 12 and 17) as an engineering standard for reactor

use. Our purpose in the present project was to extend this technique to the

particle spectra, using finer group structures specified by AFWL.

Our basic tool for the fitting was a Fortran program called FPSPFT that

was written specifically for this purpose and run on a CDC-7600 computer under

the Chili Ridge Operating System (CROS). The input data were prepared under

CROS by FPSPEC as we have already described in Section II. We had anticipated

difficulty in fitting the gamma spectrum because it exhibits growth followed

by decay, as illustrated in fig. 7. This specific problem did not materialize,

but on the other hand we had much more difficulty in all of the fits than we

had anticipated.
* 2

The fits are all weighted so as to define X in terms of the relative

error at each decay time. We ignore the overwhelming covariance introduced

by the CINDER calculation and use a diagonal weight matrix. We find that the

design matrix is linear with respect to the amplitudes a gi but nonlinear with

respect to the decay constancs

*
Mathematical details of the fitting process are summarized in appendix A.
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The nonlinear nature of the fit implies that there may be more than cne

relative minimum in X2 , which we find to be a pervasive problem for more than

three terms in the fit. Because of the large number of groups to be fitted.

we made the search for absolute minima a largely automatic process that is

built into FPSPFT. We shall outline the automatic procedure here and discuss
it in more detail in appendix A. As we shall see in Section VI.3, however,

the automatic search proved inadequate for fitting the photon spectra, so that

we were forced to adopt additional nonautomatic measures to obtain acceptable

fits.

The automatic search in FPSPFT is conducted on two levels. Every fit

begins with a trial set of decay constants, from which a straightforward cal-

culation gives the corresponding amplitudes for an absolute minimum in X2 .

The complete parameter set is then iterated, following the multidimensional

gradient of X2, until it either converges to a relative minimum or else clear-
ly fails to converge at all. The central problem, then, is to find a trial

set of decay constants that lies close enough to the optimal set for the ini-

tial gradient to guide the solution to it.

In order to explore parameter space reasonably thoroughly, FPSPFT uses

up to six different trial sets. The fitting algorithm always starts with the

lowest-energy group. Once a group has been fitted, its parameters are
used as the first guess for the next higher group. This guess is almost always

successful for the smooth electron spectrum, at least in the sense that it
finds a corresponding relative minimum (whether or not that proves to be an

absolute minimum). It frequently fails for groups near the high-energy end

of the electron spectrum, however, and usually fails for the much more irreg-

ular photon spectrum.

The second obvious estimate is found by making an-empirical search for

regions of" the decay curve that appear to be dominated by a single decay con-

stant. At late decay times in the highest-energy groups the decay is fre-

quently dominated by a single isotope, so this procedure is often fruitful.

For the dense data sets the search is made by fitting a five-term Lagrange

interpolating polynomial to the logarithm of the group intensity and examin-

ing the derivatives of that polynomial. For the sparse data sets this fit is

too erratic to-ba.-usefulp and the empirical search cannot be used.

Four other trial sets are based on the apparent decay constants at the

beginning and end of the time interval that is being fitted. For the dense
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sets these are taken from the Lagrange fits. For the sparse sets the loga-

rithmic slopes between the first two and the last two points are used instead,

with an optional procedure to extrapolate the estimate averaged over the last

interval to the latest time in that interval. The four trial sets are then

formed by using various systematic subdivisions of the interval between these

two extreme slopes. In appendix A these are referred to as equispaced sub-

divisions.

FPSPFT also offers the option of dictating initial estimates of the decay

constants from input cards, for selected groups or for all groups. In this

event an additional option allows the minimization of X2 to be carried out

solely by choosing the best amplitudes, or alternatively by iterating on the

entire set of parameters.

2. PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL FITS

Clearly the effect of increasing the number of terms m in the fit is to
allow the fit to follow more of the undulations in the decay curves. Figure

12 illustrates the resulting improvement for the electron spectrum in case 49F.

The bottom portion of the figure refers to the same group of electrons that

was displayed in figs. 8 and 10. We see that the fit crosses the data at
precisely 2m points, as expected, and also that the error nowhere exceeds 5%

for m > 3. If we sum the fit over all groups and compare the sum to the sum

of the input data, we obtain the results in the top portion of the figure. We

observe that the errors in the total yield are roughly equal to those in the

individual group yields; that is, that no majot reduction results from averag-

ing over many groups.

The reason for the latter result should be clear from fig. 13, which shows
the error at 10 seconds after fission for each group in the same electron

spectrum. There is enough similarity in the shape of the decay curve for
each group that many adjacent groups will have errors of the same sign and

comparable magnitude at any given decay time. Naturally the locations of the
regions of large error depend on the number of terms fitted. Figure 14 shows

the corresponding errors for the photon spectrum. Here the errors in adjacent

groups are less strongly correlated, but the magnitudes display greater extremes.

I

In Section VI.3 we shall refer to this as the L option.
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Figure 12. Variation of Fitting Error with Decay Time as a Function of
the Number of Terms Fitted (in). This example is for a singlegroup and for the total intensity of electrons emitted by 23 9 pu

, following fission induced by fission neutrons. Each curve is

i marked with the corresponding value of in.
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N! 3. ADDITIONAL MEASURES TO FIND BEST FITS

The measures that we described in Section VI.1 were developed using the

electron spectrum as a test problem. For each of our six ceses we punched

output cards containing the best parameter sets, and their root-mean-square

(rms) errors, for values of m from 2 through 5 (2 through 6 for the dense

sets). In a few instances we had to exercize the L option, mentioned in Section

VI.1 in order to get the best fit.

In an attempt to broaden the seatch for absolute minima j.1 X2 , we Lhen

used each of these punched parameter sets as the initial estimate for the other

five energy-isotope cases, allowing FPSPFT to iterate all parameters from chat

start. In none of these cases did we find a further improvement inX 2 which

we tound to vary smoothly from group to group, so we accept these parameters

as giving the best possib]e fits.

To our dismay, in both the 17- and 38-group photon spectra we found that

the L option gave better fits in some groups ant? worse fits in others. Ai-

cordingly, w, had to include both alternatives in the cross-fcrrilization

process described above, This t•,be the cross-iertilization producad many
2

improvemaets ir. , soue of the& very large improvemen-,, espacially in the

4- and 5-tern fits. Some of these triggered ir4provements in adjacent groups

also. When the improved solutions were recycled into the cross-fertilization

they produced still further improvements. This process finally converged

after: four iterations. It required much clumsy hand work with thousands of

cards, so tha. we were eventually driven to writing a separate computer prog-

ram just to read and compare the rms-error cards.

4. OVEWRALL FITTING ERRORS

For each case FPSPFT calculates rms relative errors routinely for the fit

to each group in a spectrum, for the ensemble of all points in all groups, and

for the summed fits compared to the CINDER/FPSPEC sus. In support of our

"qualitative remarks that are illustrated by figs. 13 and 14, the rms error in

"the sums is always smaller than that for the ensemble, but usually not very

much smuller. For practical purpoaes in Ju~ging the effect of using a parcic-

ular number of terms in the fit, it is more useful to calcalate a yield-

weighted rvnt error, defined as the ;quare root of tht weighted average of X
3

wthere each group ts weighted by its integrated y'eld 51rwv C to 10 Reconds.

* In aWdition, in cqpounding these results over our s±x energy-isotope cases

i-
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it is appropriate to weight the dense and sparse cases by the number of times
,

in the case.

The resulting point-and-yield-weighted rms error (PYWE) provides a con-

venient index for evaluating the penalty associated with using a given number

of terms in the fit. The result is plotted as the solid lines in fig. 15. We

see that for only two terms the PYWE is about 30% for both electrons and pho-

tons regardless of the number of groups in the spectrum. The PYWE is less

than 2% for 5 terms and less than 1% for the three cases in which 6 terms can

be fitted, although in the latter cases there is more than a factor of 2

spread between the 20-group beta and 38-group gamma PYWEs. Figure 15 in con-

junction with the error estimates for the ENDF/B data base discussed in Sec-

tion IV thus allows an informed choice of how many terms to use for a partic-

ular application.

5. EXTRAPOLATION

Fitting a decay curve with an exponential series permits extrapolation

to both earlier and later times. Clearly, the fitting process cannot usually

pick up components with decay constants whose reciprocals are much smaller

than the earliest or much larger than the latest time included in the fit.

There are so few beta-decay half-lives less than 0.1 second that we can

be certain that CINDER calculations will extrapolate reliably to zero time,

On the basis of the half-lives in ENDF/B we find that less than 1% of the

integraced electron yield from zero to infinity occurs before 0.1 second. On

the other hand, we have pointed out in Section I that we have deliberately

ignored the gamrua emission at early times. This emission, which accounts for

-roughly 45% of the photon emision from zero to infinite tirae, includes a very

i:,tense prompt burst within the first nanosecond followed by decay of more

than Vf known activities with half lives between a few ns and 80 Ps (ref. 13).

The delayed component, which is usually attributed to i&omers of the primary

fission fr.gmencs, Lecomes negligible relative to the photons £fuluwing bec.

decay at a decay tf.nu of -bout a millisecond.

-74Fve terws with tv:o paraimetprs per term permit an exact fit to the 9-point
sparse sets in most groups, but ýhe fits are fhysically unrealistic. Hence
we ihoulu reduce the weifht of the 6ar!e sets.
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Since gamma emission more than a thousand seconds after fission is almost

entirely from de-excitation of the daughters of beta decay, both emissions

should have comparable inaccuracies in extrapolating the total emission to

later times. To illustrate such extrapolation, in case 49F our fit from 0.1

to 103 seconds predicts that 84% of the total number of electrons that will

be emitted have emerged by 103 seconds, and by extrapolation that 100% will

have emerged by 104 seconds. Unfortunately, if we extend the fitting range

to 104 seconds we find that only 70% of the emission is actually complete by

103 seconds, 13% more emerges by 104 seconds, and extrapolation beyond 104

seconds predicts at least an additional 5% to infinity.

In fig. 5 we showed selected 20-group electron spectra for case 25F out

to 104 seconds after fission. If the fit stops at 103 seconds, no group ex-

trapolates to an intensity at 104 seconds that is greater than the bottoim of

the figure [10-8 electrons/(MeV-s-fission)], although Lll groups below 5 MeV

should exceed that limit. In fig. 6, on the other hand, we see 11 out of 38

photon groups fitted to only 103 seconds that extrapolate to values at 104

seconds that are greater than the bottom of the plot [10-7 photons/(MeV's'fis-

sion)], including one that extrapolates to a greater intensity than the cor-

rect value from CR.DER.

To sammarize, roughly 30% of the beta-decay-dominavod emission occurs
3 3

after 103 seconds. The intensities at 10 seconds and int2grals up tc that

time can be represented accurately by parameters fitted from 0.1 to 10 seconds,

but extrapolating that fit misses about 5% of the total yield to infinity.

The extrapolated intensity is almost invariably too small by at least a factor
4of ten at 10 seconds, and the error is much more erratic in the photon spec-

trum than in the electron spectrum.

6. JOINT FITS

The existence of mulLiple relative minima in X2 suggests zhat each group

in a spectrum might be fitted reasonably accurately by a wide variety of decay

constants, as long as the amplitudes are chosen accordiigly. This suggests

in turn that a single set of decay constants might be used for all six energy-

isotope cases simultaneously, thus reducing by nearly a factor of two the

total number of parameters required to represent all of the data with a spec-

ified accuracy. If such a joint fit is successfTul, it offers an important

but less obvious additional advantage. The sparse data sets are divided very

unequally, with time intervals of a factor of five alternating with a factor
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of two, We find that the overdetermined 5-term fits to these sets oscillate

systematically towards and away from the fits to the dense sets, taking advan-

tage of the factor-of-five gap in which they are unconstrained to make it

easy to fit the pairs of points that are only a factor of two apart. Thus,

the use of a single set of decay constants (derived in this case only from the

dense sets) probably insures a fit that is closer to the true (but uncalcu-

lated) values in the long gaps.

We did not rec6gnize the desirability of combined fits soon enough to

design simultaneous fitting of many cases into FPSPFT. Accordingly, we tried
*

the simple alternative of averaging together the corresponding decay constants

from the six cases. Although the rms difference of the six individual values

from their average is often of the order of many tens of percent, the joint

fits display an unexpectedly small increase in the PYWE defined in Section

VI.4. In an attempt to explore this further, for both photon group struc-

tures we added an additional step in finding the joint fits. We used the

average decay constants from the free fits as initial estimates for each case

in turn, but allowed FPSPFT to iterate both amplitudes and decay constants

away from those estimates. We then re-averaged the resulting decay constants

for the final parameter set. The resulting improvement was small. In a few

groups the composite fit was actually worse than before, so that we had to

return to the original average.

The dashed lines in fig. 15 show the values of PYWE for the final joint

fits compared to the separate (and therefore best) fits given by the solid

lines. In examining this figure, we find empirically that the PYWE of the

joint fit is approximately 0.6% greater than for the best fit to the 20-group

electron spectrum, roughly independent of the number of terms in the fit. The

corresponding differences for the 17- and 38-group photon spectra are 1.3% and

2.0%, respectively. We note also that in many cases the joint fit with m

terms has both a smaller PYWE and fewer parameters than does the best fit

with m-1 terms, in addition to giving a physically superior fit to the sparse

data sets.

As noted in appendix A, FPSPFT stores the decay constants in order of

decreasing size. Correspondilg constants are those with the same index.
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SECTION VII

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

It is clear from fig. 11 that the gradual accumulation of a more complete

data base has made a very large difference in fission-product calculations

since Dieckhoner's work was completed. We have also emphasized in Section
III that on the average less than half of the total energy emission at times

less than one minute after fission is accounted for by detailed spectra in
ENDF/B-4, and in Section V.5 that fits should extend to at least 104 seconds
if reliable integrals to infinity are needed.

Version 5 of ENDF/B is scheduled to have more than 1,000 fission-product
nuclides in its decay-property tables, including about 240 for which detailed
spectral information will be included. As we pointed out in Section II, the

new version will also include nuclidic yields of fission products that have
been calculated using improved models for the pairing effect and the branching
fraction between ground and isomeric states. Thus, it would be attractive

to repeat the fitting of electron and photon spectra after Version 5 has

finished its lengthy review and testing.

The computational tools for calculating the spectra are already complete.
The fitting code FPSPFT can already handle extension beyond 103 seconds, but
needs to have an additional algorithm added that would perturb solutions after
convergence in a systematic way in an extended effort to locate all of the
local mimima in X2. If experience by then has shown that AFWL's particular
applications benefit from the more compact parameter set that results from

using a common set of decay constants for all isotope-energy cases, it would
be desirable to add rigorous simultaneous fitting of all cases to FPSPFT.

The spectrum of photons from the prompt (< 1 us) burst has been measured

for a number of cases, but the subsequent decay (1 na to I ms) of isomeric
states has been measured carefully only for well-moderated neutrons incident

on 2 3 5 U and 239Pu. If this fragmentary information is useful, parameteriation

in any given group structure would be relatively, straightforward.
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( APPENDIX A

MATHEMATICAL DETAILS OF FITTING DECAY CURVES

In this appendix we shall designate all vectors by unsubscripted lower-

case letters, all matrices by capital letters, and all scalars by lower-case

Greek letters. Our treatment basically follows that of Hamilton (ref. 19).

For each group in a given spectrum, CINDER and FPSPEC give us a table of

intensities Yi as a function of decay times ti. For convenience, we treat

these as vectors y and t, respectively. The covariances <dyi dyj> of the Yi

are embodied in a covariance matrix V. As mentioned in Section VI.1, we have

taken V to be diagonal with elements Vii - (0.01 yi) 2 ; that is, we have ignored

correlations induced by the fact that our "data" are calculated from a common

data base (as opposed to being independent measurements), and have arbitrarily

assumed a 1% standard deviation. The wetgbt matrix W- V2 then causes the

fit to be weighted by the relative error, with the generalized X2 in units of

percent2.

Our task is to find m decay constants X and an equal number of amplitudes

a such that the values of Yi' defined by the relation•j

m -tiX

J-1

give a best fit, in the least-squares sense, to the FPSPEC values yi. For

convenience we shall collect the parameters a and X into a single 2m-dimen-

sional parameter vector p such that

p j a- 0 < j m

J-m m < - 2m

We put the amplitudes first in p for convenience in a preliminary linear fit

using ass, ed initial values for the decay constants, as discussed below. All

inf-rmation concerning the times t and the structure of equation Al is then!i
embodied in the design matrix D with elements
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S-tj
Di - e 0 < J m (A2a)

aPj

S~-t x1_
- i aj-m m < j -2m . (A2b)

In the usual fashion for covariant fitting, the quantity to be minimized is

X2 -d Wd-aWd d

where d - - y is the difference between the fit and the data, and a denotes2
the transpose of d. We minimize X by finding the value of the parameter

vector p for which the gradient of X with respect to p vanishes:

VX2  - 2 Wd 2 b W (Y-y) - 0

and hence W Y - b W y (A3)

Here we have used the chain rule to .differentiate X2 with respect to the ele-

ments pi. Equation AS is the basic form of what is traditionally called the

normal equation.

Up to this point the solution is completely general and we have ignored

the actual form of the design matrix in equations A2a and A2b. if the elements

of the design matrix are independent of the fitted parameters, equation A3 re-

duces to a set of linear equations with an unique solution. Since this is not

the case for equation A2, the problem is nonlinear and must be solved by iter-

ation. We note, however, that the amplitudes aL do not appear in equation

A2a, so that if we assume trial values of the X. we can immediately deduce the

amplitudes that will minimize X for that particular set of decay constants,

using only the parts of p and D that correspond to a. Thus, we can begin the

solution by estimating only the decay constants XJ,

If we designate this initial set of trial parameters by p and the cor-

responding initial fit by y, the next step is to seek an improved parameter

set p of the form

p p + q , (A4)

in which q will be chosen to minimize X . This produces a corresponding

change in the fit given by
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S= y + D q , (A5)

where we have kept only the first terms in a MacLaurin series in the small

change q, and taken advantage of the fact that the first partial derivatives

of 9 with respect to the parameters are just the elements of D. By making

this approximation we have linearized the normal equation, which now reads

B W (y*Dq) - B W y ,

and hence (BWD) q - B W (y-y)

The product N 2 5 W D is known as the normal matrix. From its inverse we

can readily find a solution for q,

q - Nl W (y-y) , (A6)

in which the difference y - y is simply the error in the trial fit. Equation

A6 is not rigorous because expansion A5 is not exact. However, if q is small

compared to p we can expect to find that the new value of p calculated from

equation A4 produces a reduction in X2, so that by recalculating D using the

new parameters we can iterate until q becomes vanishingly small.

If the first iteration increases X we know that the initial estimate

for p was too far in error for equation A5 to be a satisfactory approximation.

Accordingly, in the hope that the multidimensional direction of q is more

nearly correct than its length, we can replace equation A4 with

p - p+q6 , (A7)

where 6 is a damping constant. FPSPFT tries values of 6 beginning at 1 and
2decreasing by a factor of 2 until a decrease in X occurs or until 6 < 10-.

If an improvement does occur, FPSPFT recalculates D and q from the successful

parameters, doubles the previous value of 6, and tries again. Usually it can

continue doubling in each subsequent iteration until the value of 6 returns to

unity.

When q is -large, it may produce such large changes in p that one of the

decay constants will be displaced past one of its neighbors. If this happens,

even if a decrease in X 2 would result, it is treated as an unsuccessful iter-

ation, and the damping constant to reduced successively until each decay con-

stant is at least lO greater than the one below it (reduced to 51 after five

iterations).
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FPSPFT stops at a preset number of iterations (usually 25) unless the

solution converges sooner. The criterion for convergence is thatX 2 decrease

by less than a small fraction C of its previous value. After the first iter-

ation (for which any decrease is acceptable), C is set to 10-8. Thereafter

it is doubled in each iteration, so that the definition of convergence becomes
,

increasingly less restrictive. This procedure allows FPSPFT to work with

slightly overdetermined cases without wasting an inordinate amount of time

trying to get X2 ever closer to zero. It also terminates a fruitless search

for a minimum that is too poorly defined to merit accurate parameters.

In Section VI.l we discussed two methods of generating initial estimates

of the decay parameters that are required to begin the iterative search. One

of these is to use the solution from the previous group, and the other makes

use of the empirical logarithmic slope of the decay curve. The latter method,

which we attempt only for the dense data sets, requires an automatic means of

defining regions in the decay curve for which the logarithmic slope

A E -d(log y)/dt of the intensity y is nearly constant for an extended in-

terval. This means that we seek regions in which the second and third deri-

vatives of log y are both small compared to log y itself. We have found by

trial and error that the product of the normalized second and third deriva-

tives is a simple and satisfactory measure of this property, so FPSPFT simply

chooses values of A that correspond to minima in this product, beginning with

the least positive minimum. The selected values are then sorted into descend-

ing order.

The four remaining methods that FPSPFT uses to find initial estimates

produce equispaced values in a relatively blind attempt to explore the pa-

rameter space within which the decay constants are expected to lie. We begin

by estimating the logarithmic slopes at the beginning and end of the time

interval 0.1 to 103 seconds, which we term Xb and A. respectively. For the

dense sets we take these directly from the empirical analysis. For the spars*

sets we take

A b " log(yl/y 2 )/(t 2 -t l )

Since 225 x 10-8 a 0.34, there is clearly no reason to attempt more than 25

iterations under this definition of Convergence.
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and xe - log(y ni/Yn)/(tn-tn-1 ) , (A8)

where there are n decay-times in the data set. FPSPFT includes an option

to extrapolate X approximately to tn, rather than using the average of t

and tn implied by equation A8. Setting r ; X e/A b, we then define three con-

stants:

= r r/(m-l) wide

w

= r l/ m medium
m

rl/(m+l) narrow

.4here m is the number of terms in the fit and the subscripts stand for the

indicated adjectives. These constants are used to generate the four geometric

Reries of decay constants shown in table Al The wide equispaced set spans

Table Al

EQUISPACED ESTIMATES OF DECAY CONSTANTS

Index High Wide Narro;- Low

A 6 mX 6
bm tb bn b

262 6 b.b 62 X
hm bw bn b m

3 2 XX e 3 .
Xb b w b U b m

rM-i X /6 m X / U/6n2  Xe/i 2em . w an e m

m e X.2 X e/6 X e/6m

In Section V1.3 we refer to this as the L Optien.
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the interval from Xb to Xa in equal logarithmic steps. The narrow equispaced

set is compressed so that it is wholly interior to the same interval. The

high and low equispaced sets use an intermediate spacing, and are offset so as

to end on Xe or begin on Xb, respectively. FPSPFT does not i,.se estimates that

lie outside the empirical range, since we have found that it is easy for the

iteration ptocess to move parameters outwards from within the range but some-

times is difficult to move inwards from outside the range.

I 5U
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APPENDIX B

FORMAT OF TRANSMITTUL CARDS

We have used two different foimats for the pundbeh cards that contain

the parameter set-3 that describe the fitted decay curves. The first form is

used for the free fits (or best fits), which ',ave different decay constants

for each energy-isotone case. The data are or anized into self-contained

decks, of which an example is shown in fig. BI for the 6-term fit to the 17-

group photon spectrum from case 49H. Most of the format is explained by an-

notations in the figure. The information at the end of the deck-heading card

correlates the carde with their corresponding printed output. The primary

infcridation is a succession of pairs of parameters (icl) for the successive

terms in equation Al. A separate subtab'z in this form is given for each

group.

The Eecond form of transmittal cards is used for the joint fits, in which

a single set of decay constants serves all six energy-isotope cases. Since

this parameter set emphasizes compactness, we have used a card format that

minimizes wasted space on the carda. Figure B2 shows the beginning and end

of the 17-group photon parameter set, together with an intermediate portion

of the set. In this format we have used descriptive hending cards to make the

tormat as nearly self-explanatory as possible. Here the boundaries of the

group structure, which is constant for the entire set, are given first. Next

we give the decay conscants for all 2-term fits, followed by reparate sub-

tahles of the ampliLudes for each 2-tei'm fit, and so on for each number of

terms in succession. Consequently, the primary information consists of a

list of values (not pairs of values) of a particular type of parameter for

successive groups in the spectrum.

In both forms all of the significant integer information is given in

fields with Fortran formac 15 that end on a multiple of 5 columns. The energy

widths and boundaries of the group struicture are in F5.2 format in fields that

also end on multiples of 5 columns. All other floating-point values are in

ElO.3 fields that end on a multiple of 10 columns.
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Atomiic numiber of fissioning nluclelvsr- Made , It
Neutron energy( 1 a thermals, 2 - fissions, 3 114 MeV)

Type of pa~rticle ( 1 electrons,2 wmphoton)
Number of groups in spectrum

-Number of terms fitted

fI *23tean time cards were punched

1,922Eo@2 3,71W$Ee96 1,266L-02 3.177E-06 V- 3.1ia9E4.%LI-q

2 5.58 .50
3j229E+00 9,75SE.'g5 1,233E.'Io 4J.203E-085 19788EwQII 7#801E-05 3qWI$EvO2 2ebti91-06
1,iaSE-02 60366E-06 4,1734E-013 i.61oEa0o

3 5,00 so-*- Group 3upper energyand width
1.218Et.9 70113E-05 1.ZbOE*09 3,IN6E.IUS 1.771-P1 6,.01aE-05 jqj9?EL.02*.35J7E'4e
9,998tEeP3 7,21SE-06 3,899E-03 2,14I6E-06

2.8121.963 29124E-04 7,686E-01 5,6'I)E-OS 4,782fw@2 5,7561.05 1#471E*02 6,9bbE*05
7,782E.03 2.465EePS 3*5q6~.wt 3 1#202E,*05

5 4,00 *50
3#082E+20 28 Z S~E-04 idqSE,0O lga3u1w8Q 3s9291.912 l1M91-Mo* 1@375k.92 1,263E-04a
5,21101.63 1072P1.05 t,130EO03 3*086E-Ob

6 3,50 .56
2,930E003 2,392EO04 9.533E-611 ?,623E-P% 6,3961.62 7,312kaO5 1.y091-02 b,9971.65
6,38&1.93 4,Sq7E-p5 1.581E*03 9@69S1.06

7 3000 .50
20389E#00 1*2841E*03 3,18bE.01.I.?631.Q0 6*L4JG1e02 7936SE-04 1,69W1.02 3,323EM0b
8,6661.03 1#152E-04 9,699E-04 i.382E-P5

8 2,59 .50.
3,2071.0.3 9,103E-04 1,225E*0PP 4'SSZE-04 99SSIE-02 3,3lbE-04 2,79%E-02 3,687EW.48
99b0bEwQ3 2,127E*00 7,21ME.04 2.924E-O5

9 2,09 *50
299251.00 ,5059E*03 8.9931EPO 1,074E-03 1*652E-01 19408E-03 2.731E-02 1,603EwO3
9#320E-03 5s190O04o 8,787E-04 50263E-05

1I lose '50
2,SI5E*00 1,621E-02 7.06?EOPI ,01Q9E-01I 1,46Ea01 6,8351.03 2,889EwQ2 2,8311.03
91434E-03 1,575E*03 s,89?E*04 1,674E-04

it 19904 025
2,259E*00 6,847E.02 6.579E.Oi 7oIt51102 1,212F-01 11,643tw03 a.6421.02 19541E-03
7,63971.3 5.521EO04 79962E-04 i.969Ew04

12 475 .25
2,6711.00 q.824E*42 3.06681.0 b.6I1tP-2 1,615YE01 2#046t-02 2,532E-02 2o7761-03
7@764Ew@3 1,5571.04 q.149C04a t.8418E*0u

13 $so0.25
2,665E+00 *,76?E.92 394RI~e.'l 299S71-02 1,981-61~ 29967E-62 2.619E-02 39v.3E-as
6,5791.03 1@03*105 S6bP6F.04 3,398f..00

14 92S 9108
2s8591.0.3 a,764E-43 6.052E.01 t*311E103 19026E-081 l,8SE06-3 2,633E-02 l.360L.Ai
6,798E.03 3q1851.00 1.269ff.0 1946JEO04

2#176E+00 6.3639.02 6,S@2E-01 6,6971.-02 9,117E01.2 2,i442LwG3 2.643Ew*2 ble2oi1.6U
741561.03 7,98661.0 ?*gq2f*Oa 2,116S010

2#36%E#00 79209E-04 2,751Cu0j92*d3e8EsP4 5,61SE-02, Q ,03S1-Vo 194088E,@2 2,9111.66
5,269fv03 1.1261-04 9#18S1-'4o 3#l91E*PbS op17uerau Mwih

17 0035 leg - .0- ru,1 pe nr n it

30141E#00 3,01i21.04 1,0891+Pq 1.8231.04 , .0251'4 3j4I5E%#I2 2%715EaOe

Figure 31. Transmnittatl Card Format for ptts Pits (AnnotAted)



Tpof group 1

L17*GROUP ENERGY ROLJNOARIFS

,05 91rl Bottoum of group 17 ~ - Applies toall.6 cases 7
2*TEQm £)FCAY CONSTANTS FOR EACHI CROoPw ~- -- 0 1-7 GROUPS A*

I .QOAUFwOlI .SWdE-0 1#927E-01 20310'-0~2 2.00SE-02 S.721Ewrd) S,026E-0i! Ist
3.I065E*02 3,w42"F-02 4,.963E-0'2 Siebt5faO' 1,936E-0~1 1,589L.'it 4',0g78E-01. 5,o~3SE-4l tamn
2,419E00~2 2.24Fp ~-2 Decay constant for lat term in group 17

2 1, 32AE-42 5,4t7YE-03 4,qsir-0j 4*4aq4f"0~3 2.sI61L.63 S.186E-043 1.qt6SE003 2nd
1,8i3gE-'3 I,716F-P3 2.102E-03 S.OSPE-a3 1*655E-.43 296301E-03 1979dF.-63 4,329E-03 team

AMPLITUDES FOR 92 23S GA~mA FAST 17 GROUPS 2 TERMS
4.bA7rf3. 4,0S*E"-~O 3.133E-0~4 3,211E.04 5s,708E*04' 3,64'UE.I' 2,44UtEL.I3 lit

?,024E-0~3 4,984F.C03 2,369('-0? 2062@E-01 IeSZ4'Ew"l 6,445E*02 u3,42SE-0 2,86Q9-'41 term
1,4'2SE-Q'3 5.995fwOS I Amplitude of lat term inpoup 17 for case 25F

2 9,96sE.ob16 t.JAEwos 1.28?E-O', 1#30SE.-5 2,3q5E.Wb 9.17?E.Q15 S.33S5k. 2nd
9,323Eom5 1.~aibC.'A a.3191-04 1.124E-03 1.377E.1J3 1.3viEC.03 2.4'5IL-044 2,0h$SEw~!4 tarm
9 '651u"P 1.b6'i-eaqw- - Amp3±tae of 2.nd tern In group 17 for case 25F

3aTE.Rm OpCAY CONsTANTS FOR fACH GROUP 17. GROuPS
1 2,93ibE4.U 2,068E-et 4,72SE-P1 2.3318E,18 2,377LE*O~ 1,626E.0hd 1,881E (61la1t

1.4'I1E.'8 1,442E*RV 5*IRqE-441 y.1Q9e-0j a*311bE.-1 2*i~lbE-k'1 I.,S6WE*0 6, 71 E-:41 tarm
2,9911.,UJ 301G5E*po

2 I,s@Ei-01 1.4'99fo'a 502qeEso2 1@83SE-02 19703L*@2 1.769Ew1'2 1,96of-od 2nd
2,200E-02 2.b2SEm&PZ 2.510F.012 3,3R'1Fw02 2.1o'aF-m9 2,37bEoS2 3,123Eu02 4,13?E-e2 term
2,0q5L.aia b.Q74IEw'3

3 1,32al-0Z 2,*342E-043 da,5A3Ew03 ai.3l7Eo@3 2v336E.U'3 2,627E-d3 1,60oE.-I3 3r~d
t,289E*03 1.'i73FoP3 t.MS9f4"3 t.aaOE-thj 105jI5E-3 1.,24?E('3 t.52OF'i3 1,469Eo43 term
1994SE.A3 4,98SE-Pg'

AMPLITUDES FOR 4? 23 GAMMA FAST 17 GROUPS 3 TERMS
S 5587E.'04 4**1R1ETP4 3,91SE-'04 5347Fe~4a 8,08J5E-04~ 7.2J3Ew@ 2,028C o~3 2at

3,851E-flS bSIOE-03 3,418E'402 3.A17f-fht t.377E-01 q9ieegE-02 1.147I-A2 3,146E:Idt tern

1.616E913 193AIE-04I
2 3.5S69E-04 1*2q4fE05 3,@77E-OS 2@6t8FwO4L 4,778E-04L 2.b3IL-04 1,298E.03 2nd

1,409EoiI 3.b66E-ku3 I.lO~tuPZ S931tw0u3 S..72E-03 ia,673E.W3 6,134L-0(3 5 6 b2dLP03 term

3 9,613E-Ob 6,91SEmeb% qpW8E-47o 693S1E.A, 2.171E-65 3079qE-05 4,ot8jE-d' 3rd

8,977EoObi 7.'4bbE.I5

AMPLITiJDES FOR 9fl 239 GAMMA 1,.MEV 17 GROUPS 6 TEwmS
I .da5qE.-0 1,3t1F-Fla 7,4i5SE-O 2@229E&04 3,bd3E.PdU 2,3S1I*'0" 1,3131L-ral lit

6,953E-04 2@87SEe63 14661E-P? 69617E*PZ I1913E-91 7,283L-02 594S7k-03 b,5S7E-'jd term
7,2B0EA4' U4,t40.4Ew4

2 2.207F-"5 t*991E.M5 39eSS5E.A b6kiISEufl 7.2b6s-vS5 9q6I1Ew@5-j,312Ew0G 2nd
5,260E.0'8 192bee..3 4,86,7E.'03 6.93IF-02t ?.1311-02 3950bteP.2 10Z94E*b03 *,44'Ewb4  t"

3 6,616E.C05 ?s353E.QS 5978SE*OSj 5.a26.045 3,694E-OS b,34WE-OS b,8J1E.0E 3rd
3,861E-014 1,383E-0~3 6,337EP03 40577F.o33 1,6S7E-A2 2,642E.Q02 1.b9IE.I03 i*9IdOLm0 team

4' 29663F-06 493h64E-66 1.,574EwO7 dI,87'jE-05 1,712LuO4' *,5stft"S 1974*bE-04 1th
2j91ZE-04 1,04E003 Z.Rb7Iwb13 1*51qrwk3 jg1?6(.N3 201MME*03 9,bb3E.54J 6,803tw.'O' te

j,0a3E-04' 2,630F-04u
S 3.'49?E.&6 U*SA4'E.0# 390~3C-06 4a,19E-PS ui,9I0$C*tS S926SE-0o 1,je80004 Sti

I,421t*0I' 2s95bE*0Q t.UW0t03 S9282E.Il' 69337E.04 1,ol1C'03 39721taG4 7,9swJFuS' term

6 3,13?F.Pb 1,928f-Ph 2*359FaI86 1*429E1fl5 hS9WE006 9,epSE006 19" 6t
2.833E-PS S,*2fW-05 1*62SE0.PU ts931V.oid 1,SbaE-da' I2P9Ee6s'ja tOEmwe 2'a~f tamu

Figure B2. Transmittal Card Format for Joint. Fits (Annotated)
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APPENDIX C

FORMAT OF PRINTED OUTPUT FROM FPSPFT

The printout from the fitting program FPSPFT is organized into five ta-

bles, with some information displayed in more than one table. Samples of

these tables for a 9-.group beta spectrum (chosen to limit the fifth table to

a single page) are shown in figs. Cl through C5. Again, these figures are

liberally annotated and should be nearly self-explanatory. All except the

fourth table use the same three lines for a page heading.

The original purpose of the first output table was to summarize tha strug-
2

gle to find the absolute minimum in X , and that is what we illustrated in fig.

Cl. In practice, however, the listings delivered to AFWL are the product of

the ad&.:itional analysis described in Sections V1.3 ard Vl.6, and hence are

made by ,ictating fixed decay constant:- and refittzng only ti-e amplitudes.

-,:ordingly, they in,.iude further information between lines 3 and 4 of fig.

C1 to identify the imp:sed set of decay constants, and zhe table contains

onl•: the first of the six columns.

The second output table, as shown iu ftg. C2, displays the fitted param-

etars. For the free fits, the transmittal cards are essentially equivalent

to reading this table across the rows in turn. For the joint fits, the col-

umns headed lambda are punched first (they are, of course, the same for each

energy-isotope case). Then the amplitudes are punched, again reading down

the columns.

The third table contains the most detailed information regarding the fits,

and hence is too crowded to explain each column directly in fig. C3. The

meanings of the column headings are fairly evident, but require some additional

explanation:

GROUP Number of the group.

MEV Upper energy of the group.

ITER Total number of iterations to reach convergence. In the final list-
ings this appears as 0 because the decay constants were dictated.

DAMP Smallest value of the damping constant (see equatior A7) required to
achieve the fit to this group. Here, again, the final listings al-
ways give 1.0 since no iteration was required. Below the value of
DAMP for each group, this column is used to number the times in the
SECONDS column.

SECONDS Decay time since the end of the fission pulse.
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DATA Intensities in this group calculated by CINDER/FPSPEC. These are
in particles/(MeV's'fission), not in particles/(s'fission).

PCT.DIF. FIT-DATA expressed in percent of DATA. The rms value of PCT.DIF.
for this group appears below the last time-step.

t FIT Intensities calculated from the fitted parameters, in the same units
as DATA.

TAU Empirical mean life (reciprocal of the decay constant) in seconds,
determined by fitting a Lagrange polynomial to the logarithm of the
data, as described in Section V1.1. For sparse data sets the ap-
parent mean life implied by pairs of adjacent times is used instead.*

CURV Normalized first derivative of TAU.

DEP Product of CURV and the normalized 2nd derivative of TAU.

LAMBDA Fitted decay constants, in units of s-1.

AMPLITUDE Fitted amplitudes, in particles/(s.fission).

FRACT. Fraction of the integrated yield from 0 to infinite time that comes
from this term.

Between the columns labelled FIT and TAU appear asterisks and numerals.

These are intended to be read as graphical marks against the time scale implied

by TAU. The numerals mark the assumed mean lives with which the fit began,

and the asterisks show how far these migrated during iteration. Both are

rounded to the nearest row in the TAU scale.

The fourth output table (fig. C4) shows the comparison between the sum

of DATL over all groups and the sum of FIT over all groups. The three types

of rms error are discussed in Section VI.4.

The final table is illustrated in fig. C5. All of the information in this

table is reconstructed from the fitted parameters. In principal, almost all

of it occurs in the third table also, but here we have converted the units to

group constants by multiplying each fitted intensity by the width of its group.

We have also extrapolated the table backwards to zero time and forwards to 105

seconds. We have discussed the accuracy of this extrapolation in Section VI.5.

The total number of particles per fission integrated to infinite time appears

only in this fifth table.

A rule of thumb that was widely used in the very early days of Civil Defense
states that the current decay constant is equal to the reciprocal of the time
since fission. This approximation implies a t-1 decay curve. The difference
between SECONDS and TAU is a measure of the inaccuracy of the t-l approxima-
tion.
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TOTAL YIELD vS. TIME

F-0 ACTUAL SoD, 1S002 PCT PREDICTED S90), 1.60 PCT

raw of SFCONDS DATA PCT*DIF, F IT Rm e rof
"Opctad~if." I 1 1, 4Ew0i 2.224E-01 0992 2,j204E-01 all groups
colzumn 2 1 g5 E -01 24112ES01 W,,37 2910i4Eo01 and times

3 2.OE*01 2,kVI2E-01 ,O6 .290i13E-01
'4 '4.0Ew.01. 19697Ew91 g84 1971IES01
5 5b9 oEm01 10579E-s'1 $83 19592E-0~1
6 6:0E-01 1,LL79E-01 967 1,'489EW01
7 860EVO1 1,321E-01 e12 1,323E-011
8 1,0E+00 1*202Eo01 0947 1,qq6Ew01
9 losE*00 9,979EwO2 -1.27 99852E-I72
to1oE0 8.640E-02 -. 0*2 89552EoO2
11 £J.oE+V'@ 50779EnO2 1,27 b9852Ew02
12 50@E+00 a,996E.02 1,18 54055E.0e
13 600+0 441SE-02 e58 4,'444E.0e
14 800E+00B 3.619E-02 0084 39588EoO2
15 19oE,01 3,087L-O2 014,59 .3E0
16 1.5E+01 29291E*02 *,66 29276E.G12
t7 29oEg01 19841E-02 1924 96Ee

19 500E+01 8.746EoO3 0104 8e742E*03
20 6.4iE40i 7*448E.03 0196 7937bEu'05
21 8.sE.01 5.704EwO3 01.19 5,637EwkOS
22 19aE+02 'J,582E*03 0g31 4,568EwO3

2 i t5E402 3,008E*03 1431 e wO
24 2soE+02 2.211E.03 059 29224EwO3
25 a,9pE+02 1,080Ea03 61994 19059E-03
26 51oEi0a 84737E-04M .,39 8*704E-04
27 6jRE,+i2 7,399EwO4 1612 79482E.OLJ
28 8goE+02 5@725E*04 1,61 5*818Eu04
29 1.OE,03 4g682Ew04 o1,26 41623E.04

YIELDowEIGHTED RMS ERROR x 1,21 PERCENT
(defined in Section VI.I4)

Figure C4. Example of Fourth Output Table (Annotated). This table compares
the sum of-the fitted spectrum to the sum given by CINDER.
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